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AI Ethics

 Privacy and data security

protecting patient privacy and ensuring the security of sensitive health data when 
using AI in medical education and practice

AI can be used to protect patient privacy and data security by data 
anonymization and encryption

 Transparency and explainability in AI systems are of prime importance particularly in 
the context of medical decision-making

 Accountability and responsibility

 Ethical  and legal responsibilities of those who develop and deploy AI systems and 
the need for accountability and oversight

 Establishing clear guidelines and standards for AI development and deployment



In almost all the steps involved in drug 

discovery and development, may have 

its say/inputs 

• Target discovery/identification 

• Discovery and screening 

• Lead optimization 

• ADMET 

• Development 

• Registration 

• Marketing 



1. Aggregate and synthesize information 

2. Understand mechanisms of disease 

3. Establish biomarkers 

4. Generate data and models 

5. Repurpose existing drugs 

6. Generate novel drug candidates 

7. Validate and optimize drug candidates 

8. Design drugs 

9. Design preclinical experiments 

10.Run preclinical experiments 

11.Design clinical trials 

12.Recruit for clinical trials 

13.Optimize clinical trials 

14.Publish data 

15.Analyze real world evidence

AI tools are being used to 
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Drug Discovery

The main idea behind applying machine learning in drug 

discovery is to automate the prioritization of molecules with 

desired properties for downstream experimental verification

 In silico modeling of medicine means direct use of 

computational methods in drug discovery and 

development. Machine learning & data mining methods 

have become an fundamental part of in silico modeling.



Classical approach Vs Modern approach 











Halicin

 A new under investigation antibiotic “Halicin” has been identified using AI by 
MIT team. 

 The team used a deep learning neural network to recognize a molecule which 
is different from most known antibiotics. The researchers trained its neural 
network to find molecules that inhibit the growth of the bacterium Escherichia 
coli, using a around 2,335 molecules with already proven antibacterial activity. 
This includes a library of about 300 approved antibiotics, as well as 800 natural 
products from plant, animal and microbial sources. 

 The algorithm learns to predict molecular function without any assumptions 
about how drugs work and without chemical groups being labelled (like 
human experts). “As a result, the model can learn new patterns unknown to 
human experts.” 
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